SYSTE1KATIC experiments on the maturation of cereal crops have not commended themselves to Mendelian workers, partly because the matter involved the study of characters obviously influenced to a certain extent by climatic and edaphic eondRions, and partly because the amount of labour necessary seemed hardly commensurate with the results apparently to be expected. Observations therefore have been of a rough and ready kind, generally incidental notes made during the course of experiments with some other principal object in view. It was known, for instance, that when a spring wheat like T. polonim,m was crossed with a winter Rivett, the F~ generation was more or less an intermediate in regard to time of ripening. It was also known that in the F.. generation a very extensive scatter took place, though the bull; of the crop tended to be earlier than the late parent. But there was always uncertainty as to precisely how much stress to lay on the fact that one parent was a winter wheat and the other a spring, and it was largdy on this account that no fixed standard of ripeness was determined on, and complete statistical analyses made. While the results of the investigation described in this paper cannot be said to be other than puzzling and empirical, they can at any rate claim to present in tabular form the exact maturation values of a whole //'~ generation as established by the F.a progeny.
The two parents chosen were Mesdag and Hopetown. Their ripening times in 1913 were Mesdag. July 26th. Hopetown. August 13th, 17--2 These dates, while giving tlle time when t h e whole mass of each variety was mature, take no aeeount~ of tlle extremes of t~lle ripening periods. It~ will be seen, however, that there is a reasonably large gap between them, and it may be stat~ed here as well tllat all the individuals of a sowing of the early parent are always completely ripe some time before tlle first I-Iopet~own panicles can be harvest~ed. There _is n O overlapping whatever. In some respects Mesdag llas distinct affinities with the wild oat,
A. fatu(t,, which may possibly fignre ill the pedigree. The panicles are extremely long and with a great drooping spread. They are borne on a tall weak straw, as in the wila oat, but the considerably larger and heavier grain makes it appear even weaker. Tlle lower grain in each spikelet is strongly awned and of a dark brown colour whicll resembles tlla~ of the wild oat in that it masks a grey factor. By way of contrast, however, hairiness is absent and the grain is of exceptionally fine size and plmnpness, I-Iopetown grains are a good deal smaller and narrower. They have White husks and stiff, twisted awns. The straw is of medium length.
The two parents present a marked difference in habit in their earlier stages. In Fig. 1 the taller plant on the left is Mesdag, that on the right Hopetown.
Both are of the same age and were grown in adjacent rows. The Mesdag plant is just about to send up ~he floriferous shoots, here limited to one main head. The late ripening Hopetown, on the other hand, tillers profusely; so that at the t, ime when the Mesdag panicles are e-ompletely out of their sheaths, its own more numerous panicles have yet to burst through.
Little inibrmation as to the rate of ripening in these two gene rations was available 1. As far as can be gathered' the f, plants, which were strongly awned, with brown grains somewhat lighter in shade than those of Mesdag, and also with more compact panicles, were ripe before the late parent, yet not quite so soon as the early parent.
The f,~ generation was harvested when the majority of the plants were fully mature; that is to say, when ~ certain proportion must have been over ripe. Even then, however, there was a number of very green plants to be seen. A sample of 24 plants contained 4, without any yellowness at, all in the glumes. This sample probably gave a rough idea of the general composition of the whole Fe; bu~ the possibility of picking out entirely green panicles from an assortment made up of so many different stages in ripeness no~ occurring until most of the crop had been rubbed out for the next sowings, no real confirmation of this assumption can be brough~ forward. Nevertheless it will be worth noting here that the F~ rows derived from the 4 green panicles all tended to ripen late. (Table I A far more detailed study of the F~ generation was made. 106 F~ heads were rubbed out and planted, all on the same day. A row of each of the parents was also sown in proximity to the rest of the crop. Aug. i0
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Between the plots 1 ft. 3 in. paths were left to facilitate examination of the growing rows from both ends. The same object was also attained by shortening the rows a trifle, so as to make them contain 24, grains instead of the usual 28. A panicle was held to be fully mature when the last trace of greenness had vanished froln the tips of the paleae. Finding the ripe heads by this method is not so laborious as might at first be imagined. For the colour of the glumes is more o1" less an indication of the ripeness of the grains they enclose. To pick out the ripe ones, therefore, it is only necessary to peep in between the glumes at the base of the yellowcst panicles. This system of gauging ripeness was preferred to any based on the times at which the panicles emerged from their sheaths, because the rate of ripening of any two panicles leafing at the same time appears to vary a good deal.
At every daily inspection the heads cut out were given separate labels bearing the number of the row and the date. After the whole crop had been thus gradually harvested, the ripening period for each row was obtained and recorded. The results are collected together in Table I .
The Mesdag row started ripening on Aug. 10th. It had finished on Aug. 24th. Over 70 ~ of the plants came to maturity within the first five days. Ten days elapsed before the firs t panicle in the Hopetown row could be cut. Here again the period was 15 days, but the sequence of the ripenings was much more regular. (See end of Table.) On examining the table it will be noticed that no row is as late as the late parent, and none capable even of reasonable approximation to it. Nor is there any exactly as early as Mesdag, although two, Nor. 17 and 97, extend only two and three days respectively beyond the Mesdag period. If, however, as is likely, a certain amount of latitude must be given, then these two rows are to be reckoned equivalent to parental h[esdag in earliness. Two out of 106 may possibly indicate a 1:63 ratio.
Another survey of the table reveals the fact that there are 24, rows whose ripening period, starting early, extends over the gap between the parental times and finishes on the first day of the Hopetown harvest (Sept. 4,th). The reverse condition, in which ripening starts immediately after the last Mesdag, is not found at all. The number 24,, however, is possibly significant ; for it offers a very close agreement with 26"5, which is the expectation on a 1. : 3 bs~sis. The general conclusion arrived at as the resulB of this experiment therefore is that there is gronnd for supposh]g that early and late ripening are mendelian characters, buB BhaB they are dependenB on more ~han one factor, possibly three. F. plants homozygous for one of these, i~ would seem, are definiBely early in Bhe sense that their F~ rows all reach complete ripeness before any individuals of the late parenB are mature.; yet, in all excepB 2 eases out of 24, Bhey cannot be called exactly as early as Mesdag. Apparently i~ required homozygosis in all Blu'ee facBors Be produce these two perfectly early r(}ws. The diversity of the remaining 22 early ripeners, where'in some cases (e.g. Nos. 20, 52 ) the accumulation of the ripening occurs during the first parB, in others (e.g. Nos. 28, 44, 54, 61, 72) in the middle, in others again (e.g. Nos. 29, 49, 71) a~ the end of the period fl'om Aug. 10Bh Be Sept. 4Bh, ce]~bainly supports the inference Bhag although one ii~etor is here consBanB and homozygous, thus in]parBing a common measure of earliness, the other two, in various he~erozygous and homozygous combinations, are responsible for the different incidences of Bhe greatest intensiBy of Bhis earliness.
There can be little doubt, gee, Bhat the exBen~ of Bhe Billering has much to do with the rate of ripening. The Billering. power of late forms is always good; that of early, very poor. Owing Be the concenBraBion of growBh among early planBs h]Bo one or two panicles only, these are generally bigge r and bear better grain than ~hose of late plants; bug this advantage does nob compensate for the diminished yield due go the small number of heads. There is thus an inevitable sacrifice of crop when iB is attempted Be render a late kind early. The only hlope, apparently, lies in increasing the output, per individual panicle, of an already ea,'ly variety. This can best be done by extracting it again fi'om a fair-sized F~ generation of a cross with a type which, quite apa!'B fi'om any ability go tiller profusely, has' above all la~'ger panicles and larger grain of better quality. SUNI~/kRY.
1. Earliness and laBeness are not instantaneous, sharply defined characters: they are spread over a period.
2. The ripening times of the parents used did nob overlap.
8. Poor tillering power was charaeBeristic of the early parenk 4,. FI plants more or less inBermediat;e.
5. The F~ crop wws harvested all at mice. Hence no definite data were available. Evidence of early, late, and many intermediate forms, however, was visible.
6. Systematic, gradual harvesting of the Fa generalfion was undertaken, together with parent rows grown under exactly the same conditions, to determine the constitution of the individual F.2 plants.
7. Analysis of results. Earliness is possibly a function of 3 factors.
A type which is comparatively early, in that its F3 period never extends into the period of the late parent, is segregated on a 1 : 3 basis. 8. Suggestions are made with regard to the improvement of early varieties.
Since completing this paper the writer has been referred to the work of Hoshino (1915) on peas alxd rice. In the case of the latter this investigator made observations on the "shooting times" in a cross between an early and a late variety. By "shooting time" is meant the time at which the first spikelet of the inflorescence emerges above the ligule of the sheathing leaf. Apparently in rice this is also an exact measure of the relative maturing time of the grain later on. Hoshino's F~ results were remarkably similar to those given in this paper for a different cereal examined on a different system. Two only out of forty-six randomly taken Fa rows were as early as the early parent, while twenty-~me stretched across the "gap-period," but not into that of the late parent. As only ten plants per row were raised, the number twenty-one is probably too high, and would, had there been more plants, have been nearer 11--12, which is the expectation on the 1 : 3 ratio. Although he overlooks this important fact, however, Hoshino nevertheless strongly favours the multiple-factor hypothesis as an explanation, deducing from the very small nmnber of pure earlies like the original early parent that there are three factors.
The value of this present paper, therefore, does not lie in the originality of its inferences, but rather in that similar conclusions to those of the Japanese worker have been reached perfectly independently by different methods, and also in a cereal.
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